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Signing in to Follow Me TV
How do I sign in to Follow Me TV the first time?
1. The first time you launch Follow Me TV, you will see one of these three 

screens:
a. If your screen looks like the image in Fig.1, swipe until you find the 

HBC logo. Tap Continue and use the following instructions.
b. If your screen has Username and Password fields similar to 

image shown in Fig. 2, you will be able to sign in using the same 
username and password you use to sign in to your HBC TV2-Go.

 - If you have not yet created an HBC TV2-Go account, visit 
hbctv2go.com and click register to get started.

- Subscription to linear channel is required to access HBC TV2-Go 

content. New HBC TV2-Go accounts may take up to 12 hours to 

authenticate.

c. If your screen has an 8-digit pairing code field similar to the image 
in Fig. 3, you will need to pair with your Elevate Media Streamer 
following the on-screen instructions. Your mobile device will need 
to be connected to the Elevate Gateway’s wireless network. When 
you see the success message, you’re ready to use Follow Me TV.

 - On your device, navigate to your WiFi settings and connect to the 
WiFi network created by your Elevate Gateway.

What do I do if I get a “Pairing failed” message at the pairing screen? 
Make sure that the code you entered is the same as the code displayed on 
your TV screen. If you are still not able to pair, try later or contact Wizards 
Technical Support at (877) 457-9669.
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Setting up Follow Me TV
How do I rename my Media Player?

1. Tap the Settings tab. 
2. Tap Account. 
3. Tap the name of the media player you want to change. 
4. Type the new name and tap return. 

Why is the remote control panel dimmed out?
Your mobile device must be on the Elevate Gateway’s wireless network for the remote control panel to work. Contact 
Wizards Technical Support if you are experiencing this issue.

What do I do if Follow Me TV crashes and can’t be relaunched? 
Reboot your mobile device by cycling the power off and on.

What do I do when I get the message, “no Guide data available”? 
Check the wireless connectivity, and tap the retry button until Guide data reappears.

Why is the colored recording status flag on a program showing the wrong status?
Check to make sure the clock on your mobile device is accurate to the minute. (Although the clock on the mobile device can 
be set to any time zone, it must be accurate to the minute for the colored indicator flags on a program to accurately indicate 
recording status.)

How do I watch video on my mobile device using my Elevate Media Streamer?
Your mobile device must be on the Elevate Gateway’s wireless network in order to stream video using your Elevate Media 
Streamer. For more details, visit www.hbci.com/support/video/elevate to view or download the “Elevate Media Streamer 

FAQs.”

I can’t play video on my mobile device inside the home? Why? 
Common reasons for this problem are: 

• Your mobile device is not on the Elevate Gateway’s wireless network. Check your device to see if it is on the Elevate 
Gateway’s wireless network. 

• The channel you are trying to stream is not configured by your service provider to be streamable. To check for streamable 
stations: Tap the Guide tab. Tap the Options Gear  to open the TV Filter. Select the Streaming Only slider. 

• The Elevate Gateway is limited to streaming to four mobile devices at a time. Any additional mobile devices attempting 
to stream will be unable to.

• The Elevate Gateway has six tuners. If the combination of media players and mobile devices attempting to stream is 
greater than six, any additional devices attempting to stream will be unable to.

I can’t play video on my mobile device outside the home? Why?
Streaming outside the home is a service that is not available at this time.

How do I use my mobile device as a remote control? 
Your mobile device must be on the Elevate Gateway’s wireless network in order for the remote control panel to work. Tap the 
Remote Control icon  in the upper right corner to use your mobile device as a remote to control live TV, recorded TV, or to 
navigate around your TV menu. 

How do I get Follow Me TV to display in Spanish? 
1. Log out of Follow Me TV. 
2. Force Follow Me TV to stop in your mobile device. 
3. Change your mobile device’s language to Spanish. 
4. Log back into Follow Me TV. Follow Me TV will now display in Spanish. 
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Watching Shows and Recordings
How do I watch a recorded show on my TV? 
1. Tap the Recorded TV tab. 
2. Tap the show in the list that you want to watch. 
3. Tap the dropdown arrow next to Watch and select the media player you want to watch the program from. 

How do I list just the movies that are on now?
1. Tap the Guide tab. 
2. Tap the Search icon . 
3. Tap the Options Gear . 
4. Select Genre > Movies. 
5. Sort by time  and find the movies on the list that are currently broadcasting. 

How do I search for PG-13 rated movies only?
Follow Me TV will return search results for movies of a given rating, in this case, PG-13, together with movies of less 
restrictive ratings.

1. Tap the Guide tab. 
2. Tap the Search icon . 

3. Tap the Options Gear . 

4. Select Movie Rating > PG-13 and Genre > Movies. 

 - The search returns movies with the rating of PG-13.

I want to search on a type of program, like “news.” How do I do it?
1. Tap the Guide tab. 
2. Tap the Search icon . 

3. Tap the Options Gear . 

4. Select Genre > News and Business. 

 - A list of news programs will appear on your screen.

How do I find out what teams are playing in an upcoming game?
1. Tap the Guide tab. 
2. Tap the date header for a dropdown, select the day and time of the game, and tap Done. 
3. Go to the channel the game will be on and tap the game. 

 - The teams should be shown on the page that opens.

When I generate search results, can I sort them by channel?
No, you can only sort them by the title name or by the broadcast time and date.

What does the Favorites function do?
Favorites allow you to display your favorite channels on Follow Me TV, and, through syncing, to display them on your TV 
screen. Tapping the Favorites icon  next to the channel icon marks that channel as a Favorite.

1. Tap the Guide tab. 
2. Tap the Options Gear  to open the TV Filter. 
3. Tap Hide Lineup Editor to close the Customization Tray.

In order to display Favorites on your TV screen, you must first sync Follow Me TV with your media gateway. 
1. Tap the Settings tab.
2. Tap Sync. Select Favorites. 
3. Tap the red Sync button.
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Need help? Visit our support page at www.hbci.com/support or contact Wizards 

Technical Support at (877) 457-9669.

Watching Shows and Recordings, Continued
How do I hide channels?
1. Tap the Guide tab. 
2. Open the Customization Tray handle. 
3. Tap the Show/Hide icons  of the channels you want to hide so that the icons are gray instead of blue. 
4. Close the Customization Tray handle. 

 - Hidden channels disappear from the Guide.

How do I see what episodes of a series I have recorded?
1. Tap Recorded TV. 

 - If more than one episode of a show has been recorded, a label of the number of recorded episodes will be next to 
the title of the show. 

2. Tap the label to see the titles of the episodes that have been recorded.

Recording Shows
What do the colored flags on a program mean?

•   means that the program is currently being recorded.
•   means that the program is scheduled to be recorded.
•   means that the recorded program is deletable and can be automatically deleted in case the disk is out of space.
•   means that the recorded program is protected and will not be automatically deleted in case the disk is out of space.

I have scheduled a series to be recorded. Why are no future episodes shown as scheduled?
Among the reasons that could explain this are:

• There is currently no room on the DVR disk.
• The Guide only shows programs that are scheduled within the next two weeks. If an episode is not yet in the Guide 

data, it will not be scheduled. Once it is in the Guide data, it will be scheduled.
• Similarly, if your Recording Default is Record first-runs only and no first-run episodes are scheduled within the next 

two weeks.


